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PURPOSE 
The purpose of this test was to evaluate the reliability of the Model 710 ISS for Model 
710DAT. 

._Ji. 

>~~ 
CONCLUSIONS ·A-. .,,~~ 

Five ISS units were each cycled 5,000 times. Each unit passed func;tjon te§~\h~f.ore
1

:~q_,_, . 
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The peak torque required to lock and unlock the ISS Ui$.,t drop~ abo~j.10~ after 5~000 
cycles. ·:;:;_·_~s,,·,~·,. 0?· ·~·3,, ·~~' A .-<, - •;<; v 

One ISS uni! was cycled an a?~~~-i01i~~~,:~·2,Q;~Y:~~~'.;!;li\~~lO,OO·~~~ycles, the peak lock 
torque had nsen 5%. Th~JJ.¢file ~rc{%~pjque had~opped an add1t10nal 16%. 

·;ft. -~~~~~-- ··~\~. :~;t~. .J~-·;~~~ ·,~~-
Each of the ~.Q~cy* IS$._units ~ cij~iitliibled. Wear was visible on the parts 
inside,J~unlj~* parts_ d1~pot'.al?pe~~~om'out. 

-;~~~ ·-,.~~~ .. v:N<~~~ ,~~~- ~~kfi·F~··· 
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-.i~~~;;~~~i''~:"'- -~~ft~;;~rlhsef~~ted from
0

five guns. These guns had undergone proof testing but no other 
.~r '·~;~ uY~. Bolts~~ertselected from guns marked B 1, B2, B3, B4, and B6. The ISS system in 

.· .. ~~-;;';~~:;~~~~· '~~, )~~ac~,.bolt was put through the following function test: 

. ' 1~~? .•!~' ' {'t ~~~:- ,./ ~·· 
·~~, .~IB -·,:m ... ,:/' • The ISS was set to the locked position and an attempt to close the bolt was made. An 
'~h-. "W inability to close the bolt indicated proper function. 

Ql'i· ~:f.-:p 

-~~~~~,'.~~, · • The ISS was set to the unlocked position and the bolt was closed. Proper function of 

• 

the ISS allowed the bolt to close. 
• An attempt was made to turn the ISS from the unlocked to locked position while the 

bolt was closed. Proper function does not allow this action. 

All five guns passed the function test. The torque required to lock and unlock the ISS 
was measured. To measure the lock and unlock torque, an ISS key was fitted with an 
arm made from a flat piece of spring steel. A strain gage was placed on the arm next to 
the key. This device may be seen in Figure 1 . 
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To measure lhe torque, the bolt containing the ISS unit to be measured was clamped in a 
vise. The torque-measuring key was placed in the ISS and the key was rotated slowly to 
tum the !SS to the locked position. The force to turn the key was applied by hand to the 
end of the metal am1. This force caused the arm to flex. The flexing of the ann was 
measured by the strain gage, then recorded and converted to torque. After the ISS had 
been locked, the key was turned the opposite direction to unlock it. The locking and 
unlocking of the ISS were performed within a 20-second sampling period. This torque 
measurement was taken twice for each of the ISS units . 

No lubrication was added to any of the ISS cylinders, and no cleaning was performed on 
them. Each ISS was cycled through its 180° travel 5,000 times using a pneumatic rotary 
indexer. Figure 2 shows the dry-cycle fixture used . 
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Figure 2. ISS dry cycle fixture. ..Ji-

;'(i\' ·\~h 
The ISS key in th~ dry cycle device b:oke while testing the ISS uni!~jn the~Hit?,~olt~~lbS . 
breakage was noticed ':"hen ~e ~achme _was checke_d aroWlq},;~OO·~~cles~~: T~~!~t_)' ·~ig"·i}>' 
over 20,000 cydes on it, but it did not fail due to fat1gue.,\~'fh#i key br'-'e b~tise ·ti!: Holl 
had _worked loose in the fixture causing the key to bec;9pie ~ed. A'~ew~ey _was~'set in 
the mdexer and, beca_u~e the fixture had~~~ b~~tlh-1!1-on~re~ to·~~tch th~~xact tune the 
key broke, 5,000 additional cycles ~:~~~fpl~ced,~o~~!,~~ in thaf;rolt. 

After all five ISS units h~:~lil~:F!'Ji%t~~O ti~~· th~~l~tk and unlock torques were 
measured using the ~,fllri~;#quipni~t li#a proc~~re:'as previously described. 

o"c•J ;~~: '~:~k ·~(;\ m ';~\,,i:';~·':'"'' 
On four of'tli'e bolts, l1i~ re~ oft~)bolt'})lug was cut off and the parts of the ISS were 

__ ,remov~g fqM~~~tio~~:-T~*1.ftKbolt was cycled an additional 5?000 times for a total of 
1~~H\.~OO:~rcl~~and its lotjk an:d unlock torques were measured agam . 

. lt.r;:~~~i''\~;.~ ·:t~~~.·':i;;;i/f~:fi,~ ~~J:: 
;~~· -~?,;. kESUL fS 

;;)f":r;~~~~· ~~l~ -'~'~A.function test, described in the "procedure" section of this report, was applied to each of 
l~~. .~IB -~~;;~~::;:;~~~· the ISS units before and after being cycled. To pass this test, the ISS unit must, when 

11L, J;i locked, keep the bolt from closing. When unlocked, the ISS Wlit must allow the bolt to 
~~~~~~tdW' close. The ISS Wlit also must not allow itself to be locked when the bolt is closed. Each 

unit passed this test before and after being cycled. 

The conversion between strain reading and torque was arrived at through a mechanics of 
materials analysis performed on the metal arm on the torque-measuring device. The 
moment at the strain gage was calculated from two relationships. The first was the 
relationship between strain and stress: 

a=Ec 
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where a-is stress, &is strain, and Eis the modulus of elasticity of steel, 30x106 psi. The 
second was the relationship between stress and moment: 

Mc le 
a=- or M=-

1 <T 

in which Mis the moment at the strain gage, I is the moment of inertia of the steel lever's 
cross-section, given by 

l=J_bh3 =J_(0.5040)(0.0155)3 =l.564x10-7 in4 

12 12 

and c is the distance from the neutral axis of the cross-section to the surface, or half the 
thickness of the steel arm: 0.00775 in. '· 

\~} .. 
·;~-.. ~.-::~. 

Substituting above gives ~~'\'· ·" 
r~~~ ·~~;: , ~~·:,".. ·\:;~~ 8.l 

M = E; r = (30x 10·~:~:i10;l~~,:c \, ]f"'~~1\~·~~11''~' 
To con~ert moment at the str~. gag~ .. ~rtibrnent~~,~~~~ ~fth~~orque-measuring key, 
the stram gage moment was ~X!~ed I('~ 1. 7§~."qie d~~tance:~~~ches from the ga?e to the 
arm end, to find force on .th~J:Um'.~µd.·::~IJJ!j!trforce ~~ mulhphed by 2.24, the distance 
from the arm end ~o ~ ~~ ofthelfry~~lP fi~~,Q!e tcirque on the ISS device: 

/:?;;i1~ :fr: "~~L. ~:;;·:. .::l~.2~~rVF, 
,,,, '•.'~, -·~~- .-{'.·- u~T,,,.,'.'tfii--605.4& = 770.5& . ,. ,,, ···~· •... ·'·•. -''"'-"" 1 760 

'~i~·:.;,.. ;~:ii ·~~~;~t· '. \: w,,.,, • 

;.d~~;;~~~i\~,. ~~lW~~~e ~ain gage amplifier outputs in m V /microstrain. The computer collected 
:~~f '"-s~daiji in ~~- so'ilie data generated by the computer was multiplied by 1,000 to convert to 

:l;~~:;~~~~· '~~, lihuili:yolts. Since the amplifier was calibrated to lmV/microstrain, the data was divided 
j'~ 1~~h ,)f,~hy 106 to convert microstrain to strain. Including these steps in the conversion constant 
=~~~'" ,J~f .,,:m .. ,,:/' gives 

~~~~~~dW' T188 = 0. 7705 V 

where Vis the output of the strain gage amplifier in volts and T1ss is the torque on the ISS 
in inch-pounds. 

On each unit, torque was measured over time during locking and unlocking. Each 
measurement was made twice. Before cycling, the average peak torque required to lock 
was 0.986 in-lbs. The highest lock torque was 1.27 in-lbs; the lowest peak torque was 
0.858 in-lbs. Peak unlock torque ranged from 0.963 to 0.511 in-lbs, with an average of 
0.700 in-lbs. 
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After 5,000 rounds had been placed on each unit, the torques were measured again. 
Average peak lock torque dropped 28% to 0.710 in-lbs. The greatest decline in torque 
was 32%; the least was 26%. Peak unlock torque dropped an average of 32%, with a 
maximum drop of 4 7% and a minimum drop of 15%. This data is shown graphically in 
Figures 3 and 4. 

1.4 -----------------..... 

i 
0.. 0.4 

Figure 3. 

b1 b2 Avsmge 

1!!10 Cycles 

• 5,ooo Cycles 

BO Cycles 

•5,000Cycles 

Figure 4. Unlocking torques, before and after 5,000 cycles, average of two 
measurements. 

To track the decline in torques as cycles increase, bolt B6 was taken to a total of 10,000 
cycles and its torques were measured again. All the torque/time curves taken for B6 were 
adjusted to synchronize their peaks, duration, and end times. The data for the curves was 
then averaged to provide data for the creation of average curves. The averaged curves 
may be seen in Figures 5 and 6. Because the curves were created by averaging other 
curves, sharp peaks that were not consistent between measurements were cancelled 
somewhat, causing some of the results to differ from the peak values displayed in Figures 
3 and4. 
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Figure 5. ISS locking torque curves. 
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! ~::: =======·~:r~:i':=:··:::::=::=::::::::====::: -10. ooo cvc1es 

' •. ~ii-I' ..:..:~~-: ....... ~---~~~;n..,~~""'--4--1~-I 
0 ~P,\ ;~~~~i!t· ~·:oi.l)J"tJ~~;Wi~~~~:,;~;:J~f-1 

1~t:b ·.~ .··1 '~ft &...-..-..i:..o.o....a...----""------' ....... __ __. 

.lt.r;:~~~i''\~;.~ ~1~~;~'·i,;;i~,\~:~' ... :~t .... ·'.~-~~-~f .. ~;,:-----------------------~ 
;~~· ·~?,;. '(. <ia; Figure 6. ISS unlocking torque curves. 

;;)f'·:r;~~~~· ~~l~ ,~,~ .,( 
l~~. -~~ ·~~;;~~ .,:;~~~· Each of the curves rises sharply at the end of the graph. This occurs when pressure is put 
11L. j;i · · · on the key after the ISS cylinder has reached the end of its travel. 

~J~·. <'~·'' '"~~~~r.=t;;~-'' 

• 

The peak force required to lock the ISS can be seen to drop 19% after 5,000 cycles, from 
0.864 in-lbs to 0.697. After 10,000 cycles, the peak locking torque rose by 5%, to 0.744 
in-lbs. 

The peak unlocking torque at 0 cycles was 0.652 in-lbs, occurring about three-fourths of 
the way through the cycle. This peak completely disappeared by 5,000 cycles. Another 
peak, at 0.510 in-lbs, can be seen in the 0 round torque curve. At 5,000 cycles this peak 
had dropped 20% to 0.405 in-lbs. The peak then dropped an additional 16% to 0.326 in
lbs at 10,000 cycles . 
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The first four bolt plugs were cut open and the ISS parts within were removed for 
inspection. Figure 7 contains pictures of the detent plungers. 

•. -:;:ms~~-, -,th \:~~:, 
Figure 7. J~:aeteni~~ge~~ps. .;;~~ 

·~ .• , . ': •. ,,:;Jr . . ~\!.I~ .-;. e Each of the plungers can be -~'~,e~;~O h~ye ~~~!Jlall S~jny ~area at the tip. The plunger 
of bolt B3, however, sho~~'mofe;r"~>'l'ts entire',fl.ead is smooth and shiny. Plunger B3 
had as many as 2,~po:;ty.o~~ycles ofi~it ~c~µ,~e,<·t\he key broke during its first test. 

-~~ ~~/f~ ~ :=~~ ··~~~. ·:::·'.~> ~~~ -~~~;~:~~~·· 
The IS~,cyl~ders.way~~~ s~p -~1ttl~es 8, 9, and 10. A thin vertical line of wear 

,DJlllling;\l,p t~s-the ¢,d dat'bfeach cylinder may be seen in Figure 8. Wear can also 
",;,~~~:,,. !~~~n 1'tf,;fi~e 9. Pres'.$tire from the detent plunger wore a horizontal line on the small 

.~;+V'"''···~'.\:~~~ s~~tidrii;~qe ~cylinder. The right end o.fthat line te~inates on the edge of the . 
;tr -~f~Uif.;ace w~ the ISS plunger locks the cylinder. The shght curvature on that edge ts 

:l;~~:;~~~~· ~~, ~~~vi~nce of wear. Figure 10 contains side views of the ISS cylinders. No prominent 
j;~, .~IB ·~-~~;m_..,}~;f.rareas of wear a:re visible on the cylinder sides. 

-~~~·-' ~~~f-
~~~~~~dW' 

• 
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Figure 8. ISS cylinders, top view . 

.. ,/;);{'':'~~ 

\h. W" :~~~.:: .. ~.' 
~ .. ::::~. 

Figure 9. ISS cylinders, bottom view • 
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e DATA 
Attached is a table of each of the peak lock and unlock torques measured. 

These are peak values and are slightly higher than values taken from the averaged curves. 

Bolt Meas.# Bl 82 83 84 86 Average 
Lock Torque 1 1.260206 0.884534 0.866474 0.961098 0.973702 0.9892027 

~--~t--~~+--~~-+---

t/j (in-lbs) 2 1.265474 0.940217 0.857633 0.953009 0.902029 0.9836721 
~ Unlock Torque 1 -0.87155 -0.9626 -0.59276 -0.54235 -0.51206 -0.696265 
~ (in-lbs) 2 -0.81023 -0.90466 -0.55909 -0.51131 -0.7425 -0.705557 
o Average Lock 1.26284 0.912375 0.862053 0.957053 0.937865 0.9864374 

Average Unlock -0.84089 -0.93363 -0.57593 -0.52683 -0.62728 -0. 700911 

en Lock Torque 
~ (in-lbs) 
~ Unlock Torque 
o (in-lbs) 
0 q, Average Lock 
an Average Unlock 

Change in Lock 
Torque 
Change in Unlock 
Torque 

1 
2 
1 
2 

0.878137 0.649197i0.614207 0.70187 0.693969 p.7074763 
0.852365 0.688702 0.619098 0.70789 0.694722::1).7125555 
-0.69435 -0.47782 -0.40389 -0.34802 -Cl.\36834 :·4}.458483 

-0.7442 -0.5051 -0.43305 -Q,3&;67 -($:43QQ4 ~0~3811 
0.065251 o.66895o.6166.~a1/0:10'~0 o.:694~ p.?;,~i1'59 
-0.71927 -0.49146 ~Q41Sirti!,-0.352$.p -())~39·919 111+0.ll76147 

86, 10,00(]1 GY~ ':~k ·'-" L®k ~HDock 2 Lock 3 Unlock 1 Unlock 2 Unlock 3 
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